SeaStart – Vessel Reactivation
A package to help you cost-effectively plan and implement asset recommissioning

INFORMED DECISIONS, READY TO GO

In the current market, vessel owners have critical decisions coming up for their fleets, whether small or large.

Stacked vessels cannot be put straight back into service, yet you want to be ready for revenue when market opportunities do appear.

To support your own core team, bringing in an experienced OEM partner with deep system expertise to evaluate the impact of returning to work, will provide the information you need to make the right decisions.

With clear and simple cost options, recommendations may include repair, upgrades or replacement, based on the state of the vessel.

LIFECYCLE SERVICE SUPPORT

As a full scale OEM, we also offer:

- Dedicated fleet managers
- Digital asset performance management solutions to improve availability and return on assets
- GE’s Visor remote diagnostics with tech support and fast troubleshooting
- Long Term Service Agreements with lifecycle support based on your needs
- Modifications for charter needs.

Through the practical SeaStart Program, GE offers its expertise to help customers restart operation of stacked, laid-up vessels in an optimal manner.

Covering your GE equipment, we can help ensure a smooth, timely and safe transition back to high-performing vessels, competitive and able to get back on contract as soon as the time is right.

Your SeaStart package:

- A structured survey tailored to your needs... make informed decisions on your re-start and help with your financial planning.
- Recommendations for restart of equipment, or identifying the reusable equipments from vessels to be scrapped.
- Support for meeting class society approvals.
- Experienced marine field service engineers to restart equipment and supplement your team, when you need us.
- Third party equipment recommendations on a case by case basis.

GE offers four levels of support in the SeaStart program, giving you options for each vessel before committing to work:

1) Survey and recommendation
2) Reinstatement package – back to work with critical spare parts package
3) Reinstatement ‘plus’ - upgrade packages with efficiency and latest technology enhancements,
4) Training refreshers for your team including NI and OSVDPAP classification

CONTACT US: services.powerconversion@ge.com